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Thank you so much for subscribing to Trilogy’s Newsletter.  We 
hope this newsletter informed and inspired. 

We are so excited for our next issue!
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Body chains and body jewelry have been worn by celebrities for years — think Amanda 
Bynes, Christina Aguilera, and Britney Spears. More recently, other celebs have been 
donning body chains as the perfect accessories for their current looks.

The Choker style body chain is a sexy body chain in the choker-necklace style with a 
úěÁġĩŅĩŖŉͿěĩĩėĆĢú�őūĆŉő͠��ĂĆŉ�ŉőűěä�ĩù�Ùĩàű�ÚĂÁĆĢ�ĩƅäŅŉ�őĂä�ūäÁŅäŅ�Á�ŪÁŅĆäőű�ĩù�ŉőűěĆĢú�
options, and it often features an ornamental clasp at the front and a more minimalist 
design at the back.

Beach lovers, festival goers, club-goers, and fashionistas alike can wear body chains 
őĩ�ġÁėä�Á�ŉĆġłěä�ĩŖőƈő�äŪäĢ�ġĩŅä�ŉőŖĢĢĆĢú͠��Ăä�àäŉĆúĢ�űĩŖ�ÚĂĩĩŉä�àäłäĢàŉ�ĩĢ�űĩŖŅ�
personal style as body chains come in a wide range of designs and materials. What’s 
important is that it puts your own unique touch on the look you like, so you can feel as 
ŉäŰű�ÁĢà�ÚĩĢƈàäĢő�Áŉ�űĩŖŅ�ùÁŪĩŅĆőä�ŉőűěä�ĆÚĩĢŉͥ

Accessorize Your Waist

TrilogY

Knitwear may seem counterintuitive to wear in the summer, but when done correctly, 
Ćő�ÚÁĢ�Ùä�ÁĢ�ĩŪäŅÁěě�ùÁŉÚĆĢÁőĆĢú�ěĩĩė͠�WĢĆő�ĩŅ�ÚŅĩÚĂäő�ŉőĆőÚĂĆĢú�ÚÁĢ�úĆŪä�ÁĢ�ĩŖőƈő�Á�ěĩő�ĩù�
texture. Regardless of its aesthetic quality, anything knit is guaranteed to be comfy, which is 
always a plus.

A cut-out dress is a perfect way to beat the summer heat. It’s stylish and practical, and 
of course, super Instagram-worthy. The Serita is a woven knit maxi dress with cutouts 
őĂÁő�ŉĂÁłä�űĩŖŅ�ƈúŖŅä�ÁĢà�àŅÁū�ġĩŅä�ÁőőäĢőĆĩĢ�őĩ�őĂä�ŉġÁěě�ĩù�űĩŖŅ�ūÁĆŉő͠��Ăä�ńŖÁěĆőű�
and feel are assured to be excellent because the weight of the knit fabric is just right, and 
őĂä�ÚŅÁùőŉġÁĢŉĂĆł�Ćŉ�ƉÁūěäŉŉ͠�Wääł�Ćő�ĢÁőŖŅÁě�Ùű�łÁĆŅĆĢú�Ćő�ūĆőĂ�űĩŖŅ�ùÁŪĩŅĆőä�ÙäÁÚĂ�ÙÁú͡�Á�
simple sandal, or even bare feet, and you’ll be set for a night of beach dancing.

The spiky bun has been in vogue for a while, but it continues to hold a coveted seat 
at the top of the trends list for 2022. The hairstyle is as simple as it sounds — a bun 
at the crown of your head, with the tips of your hair poking out. We can credit its 
popularity today to celebrities like Bella Hadid, Kendall Jenner, Olivia Rodriguez, 
and several others, who have been spotted wearing the style to red carpet events 
and fashion shows. 

To accomplish the spiky bun at home, you only need a brush, a hair tie, and 
hairspray. Follow the procedure you would normally do for a bun — just pay special 
attention to the tips as you tie your hair up.
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Spice up your hair
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Dear Moms, 

“A Letter To My Mom-Rhonda” 
My mother is a woman like no other. Her strength is unimaginable, and 
she showers those around with so much love. She has persevered through 
all the ups and downs. 

She gave me life, nurtured me, taught me, helped me, kissed me, but 
most importantly loved me unconditionally. There are not enough words 
to describe just how important my mother is to me and what a powerful 
ĆĢƉŖäĢÚä�ŉĂä�ÚĩĢőĆĢŖäŉ�őĩ�Ùä͠�

I am truly blessed for having a mom just like you
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The love of a mother is unconditional. We realize the meaning of unconditional love when 
we see a mother’s eyes for her child. Mother’s love is a profound, all-encompassing, all-
accepting, nourishing, warm, safe, and supportive love that comforts the scared and lonely 
areas inside our hearts. When we are stressed, pressured, uncertain, and feel like we can’t 
handle what’s going on in our lives, it is our mother’s love that helped us get back to our 
feet.

Our mothers continually prioritize us, making us the most important person in their lives. 
It has always been more important to take care of us than anything else. We felt comfortable 
and secure knowing they were there for us anytime we needed them.

Mothers are undoubtedly important in our lives. They’re the ones who brought us into 
this world, and they’re the ones who will see us through whatever life has in store for us. 
However, we sometimes take them for granted and neglect to express our gratitude. We are 
so focused on growing up that we forget that our mother is also growing old. That’s why it’s 
important to always go back to the deepest part of our hearts and remember how much our 
ġĩőĂäŅŉ�ŉÁÚŅĆƈÚäà�ÁĢà�ùĩŖúĂő�ùĩŅ�Ŗŉ�őĩ�ÙäÚĩġä�őĂä�łäŅŉĩĢ�ūä�ÁŅä�őĩàÁű͠
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